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Viva Espana – Linda Murgatroyd

Editor’s Notes
Is it really twelve months since the last Sheepheet? Goodness me it is. They say a week is a long
time in politics, so how long is twelve months in fell running? Unfortunately the club has had too
much of the former over the last year, but thankfully, events on the field of play have only gone to
reinforce what a tremendous club CVFR really is. What a brilliant year it has been with a cavalcade
of achievements across multiple fell disciplines.
Time and resource prevent me from a full review of the year, but as ever www.cvfr.co.uk provides
a precious archive of the year’s successes, and it remains head and shoulders the best club website
out there. Another factor to perhaps bear in mind for those naysayers out there.
So, to business and no better illustration of the quality that lies within was in this edition’s battle
to be cover star. Rather like the Christmas Number 1 slot, the Christmas cover star is has become
one of the most coveted slots in British sport, and the competition got noticeably warm as we went
into October. With no stand out double percentage point improvements to catch the judge’s eye,
it was left to outstanding performances to decide who took the front page.
One man entered the autumn in white hot form and embarked on a purple patch not seen since
Prince soiled his favourite pair of velvet slacks. Yes, the Bullet himself, Ben Mounsey took his own
high standards to new levels with emphatic wins at The Half Trog, Shepherd’s Skyline and most
notably at The Yorkshire Championships at Great Whernside to scoop the gold medal.
Ian Symington, Blackshawhead’s don of distance also slid in with a late bid with his brilliant
victory in the coveted ‘Run Further’ series – a benchmark title for UK off road distance running.
Ian, who’s racked up more miles than a London cab this year has seen his metronomic consistency
rewarded with confirmation of the crown in early December, and he deservedly takes his place at
the summit of the Ultra scene.
Or should it be Mark O’Connor, CVFR’s newly crowned club champion? The sequinned speedster
has had a marvellous year and would certainly get a ten from Len. But you’ll find him on the fells
these days and together with canine training partner Bea, has been crunching the Strava miles all
year. Dedication is what you need and you’ll struggle to find a more enthusiastic and committed
fell runner anywhere. Very well done Mark.
However, there was one performance that stood out above all others. “The future’s bright, the
future’s red and white” is the club’s current motto and this catchy couplet is certainly true. But in
my eight years or so as a member with the club I’ve been amazed by the ordinary people doing
extra-ordinary things. If we we’re to ever change our motto, this would be a worthy contender.
Consulting my Latin translator this would be Ordinarius populus facere omnia extra ordinaria
and I’m sure that would look quite cool under the rams head logo on our vests.
One lady personifies this simple creed, the ‘self-employed book-keeper’ from Stainland, Queen
Kryptonette herself, Linda Murgatroyd. Another one of our more modest and unassuming
members, she’s clocked up various lofty milestones throughout the year, but she saved the best
until last with a memorable 3rd place in a seriously tough race in Spain. That was after a nasty

tumble that would have provided many with the perfect excuse to DNF themselves from the
remaining 80 odd kms or so. Take it away Linda…

Aitana-Puig Campana 85k/11,000m

by Linda Murgatroyd

I’ve been to Abdet before and it’s a beautiful place so when I got the opportunity to race around
that area I jumped at the chance. The race details said 85k and 11,000m which when you
convert that into feet, it’s just over 36,000ft!! Panic soon set in until I was advised that it’s
actually 5,500m ascent and 5,500m descent so that was ok, it was doable. We flew out early
Thursday morning to nearly 20 degree temperatures and it felt very hot. On Friday evening we
made the 45 minute journey down to Finestrat to register and check out the starting area.
People gathered round chatting away allbeit in Spanish but you could feel the excitement
building. We took a few pictures with the Puig Campana in the background, it looked like a beast
of a climb.

Race day came and we woke up to heavy rain……oh dear, I only had a very thin jacket which
wasn’t very waterproof. Luckily the rain stopped as we approached the start line and although it
was still damp, it wasn’t cold at all but that didn’t stop me from having far too many layers on!

The atmosphere was electric with everyone whooping and cheering, just how I imagine the
UTMB to be but on a much much smaller scale. The sun was just rising as we approached the
first climb where we got views of the skyscrapers in Benidorm to our right. It was a steady hill
and everything seemed to be going fine until I hit some wet limestone and took a heavy fall on
the not so steep descent. I banged my knee, cheek, nose and chin. My knee began to bleed but
after feeling sorry for myself for a few moments I knew I had to keep going. I was only 3 miles
into a 53 mile race and I’d travelled all this way. The next big challenge was the vertical
kilometre climb to the summit of Puig Campana just 7 miles in. It’s an official race where the
record is a mind blowing 40 minutes. Everyone around was chattering away in Spanish of
course and I couldn’t decide whether they were happy or complaining but I just kept smiling and
giving the odd thumbs up here and there. I kept looking up at the monstrous rocks above me
convincing myself that we were nearly there but I never seemed to get any closer to them.

Reaching the top was a great relief and we skipped along to the checkpoint and proceeded to
follow the abundant red tape all along the ridge and dropped down the valley to a welcome food
station. The marshal saw my knee and kindly cleaned me up but then squirted some iodine all
over the grazed area which made me wince……yikes! I thanked him and quickly left. After that
we headed to Ponoig which was an out and back so I got chance to see a couple of English lads
who were doing the race too, they were going well. The limestone was incredibly hazardous so I
had to concentrate but I was soon distracted by the sound of a helicopter, it was flying alongside
us filming, it was all very exciting. After a few more ups and downs I reached Partagat, this was
the half way mark and it was also the bag drop so as I approached the marshal I pointed to my
shoe where the chip was so he could scan it but he thought I was pointing to my knee and
whisked me off to the ‘Medico’ who insisted I sat down and have my knee attended to. I wasn’t
bothered but I needed a plaster over it as the spikey gorse bushes were constantly scratching my
knee and it was quite painful. So after lots of sprays and other medical procedures (he even got a
syringe out at one point and kept saying ambulance) he strapped my knee up from mid calf to

mid thigh! Then in broken English he said ‘you fini’…….I shook my head, he gave me a look that
only a concerned parent gives you, I grabbed my bag and disappeared into the mist.
Aitana was the next big climb, it’s just over 5,000ft and home
to a giant golf ball and communication masts but
unfortunately it was shrouded in mist when we got there so we
couldn’t see for more than a couple of metres. There’s a
massive land slip up there which is a result of an earthquake
many thousands of years ago but it wasn’t visible at all. I soon
hooked up with a Spanish guy who could speak a little bit of
English so it was nice to have a conversation with someone.
He was local and had recced the whole route earlier in the
year. We ran alongside each other for several miles and
together we made the tricky descent down to the quaint village
called Sella where lots of the locals stood in the street cheering
us along. This was the second bag drop so lots of runners had
wives, kids and friends waiting for them and they seemed to
hang around for quite a while, changing clothes, eating and
just lying on the ground. I grabbed a few snacks and headed
off. It was so well flagged, I felt confident going off on my own.
Battered and bruised, but nowt can hold
Linda back

There were several miles of road after Sella which then led
into some woods. At this point I decided to put my headtorch
on as the sun had completely gone by now. I could see the
reflective tape and red flashing light of a runner in front and the Spanish chatter of 2 men
behind me but I was pretty much on my own for the next 3 hours. The path was windy but
straight forward and after what seemed like hours, I suddenly reached a checkpoint in the
woods. The lady said we had 17k to go……..hmmm that’s only 10 miles……I can do 10 miles so off
I trotted into the pitch black on my own again. I soon reached the end of the woods and into a
small village where I caught some people up so it was nice to have the company even though we
couldn’t communicate although it’s surprising how well you do manage to communicate.
One more checkpoint before the final ascent up Serra d’ Orxeta. It was a slog but I felt strong
and knew I wasn’t far from the finish now so I pressed on. I could see the bright lights of
Finestrat from the summit and once we were at the bottom of the hill, I thought they’d take us
back in the most direct way but oh no, we literally went round the houses eventually running up
the street to the finish where people cheered as we ran in. 15 hours 16 minutes. I was very
pleased with my time as I thought it would take me about 19 hours or more and although I
wasn’t fast, I just keep going the whole time making sure I ate well at every stop. It was all very
confusing as I crossed the finish line. One lady was trying to put a medal around my neck,
another was giving me my timing slip and the other was pulling the chip off my shoe. Luckily
Tom was there to greet me so it was nice to see a familiar face.

We waited for our other friends to finish and I eventually got to bed at 2.30am. Because three of
us had podium wins, we had to get up early and make the trip down to Finestrat to receive our
trophies which was a grand occasion. Out of the 6 of us, we had a 1st MV50, 2nd FV50, 3rd FV40
and two 4th places. I think the organisers were so impressed that us Brits had travelled all that
way and pinched all their prizes that they asked us to do an interview for Spanish TV. Tom
Phillips and Penny Attwood did a short interview and then we headed off to the local café for
breakfast and a well-earned rest!

Linda on the podium
So let’s meet the cover star!
Name: Linda Murgatroyd
Age: 47
From originally: Born and bred in Halifax
Lives now: Stainland
Home life: Married with 2 grown up boys and 3 rescue dogs!
Occupation: Self-employed bookkeeper
When & why did you join Calder Valley: I joined CV about 5 years ago as I wanted to run solely
on the fells.
How did you get into fell running: My friend asked me if I would do the Tesco Race for Life with
her so we began training in Stainland Rec. We would run a minute, walk a minute until I could

do 5k. I did a few road races then discovered cross country. I enjoyed off road running
enormously and fell running naturally followed.
Highlights of your fell running career so far: A Bob Graham Round in 2011 – 23:15
Best result so far: Probably Aitana-Puig Campana which I’ve just done. I estimated a time of 19
to 20 hours based on the 10 Peaks but I completed it in 15:16. I don’t usually worry too much
about my times, it’s whether I’ve enjoyed it or not that counts for me.
Favourite race(s) and why: I don’t race much these days as I’m not very competitive but I like
tricky, technical and rocky races like the Langdale Horseshoe.
Least favourite race and why: Can’t think of any particular race but I dislike races that involve
lots of flat running. I prefer to be going either up or down.
Preferred sort of distance and why: Although I love the ultra distance stuff, for me it’s not worth
putting on my running stuff for less than 15 miles.
Breakfast & routine on race-mornings: Usually a bowl of muesli and a cup of tea. The best thing
about long distance running is that you can eat enroute so there’s no pressure to fill up first
thing. I’m always pretty well organised and have my bag packed the night before so I try to keep
the faffing down to a minimum (unlike one of my dear friends – you know who you are!!)
What fell shoe(s) do you wear and why: I love Salomon Speedcross. The grip isn’t always the
best but they are so comfortable and I never get sore feet in them.
Fave piece of kit and why: Apart from comfy running shoes, I have an OMM 25ltr sack which I
take everywhere as it’s so useful and is large enough to carry all my kit for big days out on the
hills.
What race essentials (other than FRA mandatory stuff) do you carry in your bum bag: Apart
from the required kit, I always carry a drink and a snack for emergencies.

Favourite local fell race boozer and why: I don’t go to the pub after races as I’m usually driving!
Tell us a funny story about a fell running incident: Oh my goodness, where do I begin?? So many
tales and not enough time. When you’re out all day, something always happens.
Most respected opponent: I don’t race as such but I do admire the older runners such as Yiannis
Tridimas who is nearly 70 now and Wendy Dodds. I paired up with Yiannis on the Old County
Tops 2 years ago and he really is a true legend and so knowledgeable. I always find it astonishing
to see so many V60 and V70 runners taking part in events these days. I hope I can last that long!
Clubmate(s) you most admire: There are many excellent runners at CV who excel on a regular
basis. Gayle Sugden, Ben Mounsey, Karl Gray, Sally Newman who are so consistent and who
keep breaking their own records year after year.

Do you have any tips for anyone setting out into Fell Running: Always look at the view when
you’ve worked so hard to get to the top of that hill, enjoy it and laugh a lot.
Outside of CVFR, who do you most admire in fell running: Yiannis as mentioned above and
runners like Ian Holmes who can still whoop the backsides of guys half his age.
Sporting heroes and why: Other than fell running, I’m not a big sports fan although I do watch
the Brownlee brothers when they’re competing.
Biggest influence of fell running career and why: I’ve got to say Mary Cowling (Stainland Lions)
who encouraged me to do Cross Country and she took me to my first fell race ever which was the
Grin ‘n Bear It many years ago.
What things do you like most about fell running: Big days out in the hills with my friends. Views
and laughs and new adventures.
What things would you change, if anything: The weather! I would make every day dry and sunny
(but not too hot).
Other sports played and to what level: None only regulation hockey and netball at school.
When not fell running, what do you like to do: We have 3 dogs that need walking and spending
time with my family.
Tell us something(s) of interest about you: I used to play the violin and I can do the Rubik’s
Cube!
Goals for next 12 months: I’ve entered the Lakeland 100 which is next July so I’ll be doing lots of
races, recces and big days out in preparation for that.

Adventures of a Plodder – the 1st in an Occasional Series
by Manhar Patel
Having increased my mileage / time on my feet over the winter period I decided to enter The
Lakes 42 race – 1 of the races in the ultra distance club champs this year. A relatively new race
in the Lake district starting & finishing in the village of Askham, which is situated between
junction 39 & 40 of the M6.
In the days leading up to the race I must ‘fess up to say I was a bundle of nerves thinking I’ve
never done anything remotely close to 42 miles nor had I spent (according to my estimation) an
event which would take me 12hrs +. Managed to take the afternoon off & had 2 evening meals
knowing I would burn of the calories / carbs consumed – well that’s my excuse anyway. Woke
up just after 2am – the earliest I’ve ever got my sorry behind out of bed to do a race. Some
people bunked down overnight on the Friday in the village hall but I always prefer the luxury of
my own bed. Was on the road by 3am for an uneventful journey up the M6 and got to the village
just after 5, in good time for the 6am start. The “concern” must have been etched on my face as
Bill gave me the reassurance that I would be Ok.

At last we were off & knowing that it was going to be a long day I started very steadily. The route
from Askham takes in Loadpot hill (1st checkpoint at the trig) then a steady pull over High Raise,
into the clag, to High St for a short out & back section, which was good to see a few of the faster
runners coming towards you before dropping down to Angle tarn – the checkpoint clipper here
was situated on a Isthmus & yes you will have to look this up although it was easy enough on the
day to find the location, down further still to Boredale Hause & onto Side farm, Patterdale which
was another checkpoint. So far I was running within myself and drinking / eating at every
opportunity – cheese & onion sandwhiches cut into qtrs, just in case you were wondering &
salad potatoes sprinkled with salt & seasoning.
From the farm, cross the road turn into Grisedale lane to make our way to Grisedale tarn. Did
come close to Rod in the vicinity of the climbing hut & did wonder had I gone too fast (or was
Rod having a ’mare-just joshing Rod !) Visibility was poor at this stage – couldn’t see the tarn
and a couple of us started to ascend unnecessarily before correcting ourselves. I had reccied this
section a few weeks previous , albeit from the opposite direction so headed down Raise beck
onto the path which runs parallel to the road at Dunmail heading to the next checkpoint at
Wythburn Church. Was pleasantly surprised to see, amongst others our very own Barbara
Lonsdale manning the checkpoint. Had a quick bite / drink & was advised that conditions on top
of Helvellyn (the next checkpoint) were grim.
A very steady slog up the path & yes conditions were dreadful. By this stage, call it safety in
numbers, a small group of us had formed and clipped together at the trig & headed to the next
checkpoint on Whiteside, not without a minor nav error in dropping down a tad too much
before correcting ourselves. Was mightily relieved to clip and start descending on the zig zag
path down to Glenridding as my hands were (bloody) cold. Short road section, jogging all the
way back to Side farm. Did loiter for a wee while having a well earned swig of coffee & more
food ( Have I told you one of my non running passions is good grub ?).
Finally the last major climb of the day – up to the top of Place fell. Before the race on the Fra
forum I did say I was going to take the direct route to the top but thankfully sense prevailed and
stuck to the path. En route did see 1 or 2 family groups where 1 or 2 of the youngsters were in a
distressed state. You do wonder sometimes.
From Place fell a steady jog downhill to the penultimate checkpoint at Martindale church before
a (too) long contouring run in on the valley floor to Askham fell & the village itself.
All in all a good day out and I must say if you were looking for a long day out in the lakes this
would be a good route, on some of the quieter hills often overlooked. The terrain is a mixture of
good paths / trods which are runnable (especially if your surname is Symington) without any
technical aspects to burden you. The navigation is straightforward, on a good day.
I was pleasantly surprised in being able to cope with being out on my feet to record a time of
12hrs 50.
Postscript – I see I scrape into the top 10 of the ultra champs – eeeeek – will this mean I have to
be on the start line for 1 (or more ) of the forthcoming races ? I’m going for a lie down.

The Billy Bland Relay

by Tim Brooks

Also in the Lakes, more heroic exploits were undertaken by that crack band of renegade hillmen,
the Heptonstall Hurriers.
Midnight in Keswick town centre on a Friday night in June can be a busy venue these days. The
Heptonstall Hurriers (some CVFR, some Toddies, some U/A) were just one of three teams
heading off on the Bob Graham round although we were the only ones doing the trip as a relay
team.
Would we get close to Billy Bland's time? Of course not. We were just hoping it might still be
daylight when our Leg 5 runners reached the Moot Hall.

After some handshaking and photographs and last minute kit checks, someone announced in was
midnight and all three teams set off chasing each other through the ginnels of the town and across
Fitz Park before settling in to their own pace.

Route finding in the mist and the
dark when you're trying to find
paths that aren't always there is
hard and Pete and Joey wasted too
much time wading through waist
high heather to threaten Billy
Bland's
record.
But
their
comparative slowness did mean
that their hesitant descent of Hall's
Fell was assisted by the first light
of dawn.

Tim Brooks and Wide met them in a hushed Threlkeld and set off on what promised to be a more
urgent Leg 2 and things went well until Fairfield loomed into view. Whereupon Wide's lack of
match fitness turned the climb into a gritty test of endurance. Were the rest of the team
critical of his lack of preparation?
Not a bit of it - Wide had been
drafted in as a last minute
replacement for the injured Jon
and we were all impressed at how
a runner whose preference is for
flatter routes had managed to
keep up with Tim for so long.
Leg 3 was in the capable hands of
Peter Bowles and Mark Wharton
who quickly made up for any time
previously lost against the
schedule. Indeed they went so
quickly from the off that they set
a record on Strava for the stretch from Steel Fell to Calf Crag although Strava did suggest that
they'd spent one of their five hours stationary. Well, it was a nice day and all that. On descending
from Scafell Pike Peter and Mark were considering heading round to Foxes Tarn when a local fell
runner showed them the quicker and more entertaining ascent via Lords' Rake before vanishing
into the distance with a farewell cry of "Borrowdale Fell Runners at your service".
As a tribute to Billy Bland's other famous Bob Graham round, the Leg 4 duo of Paul Cotton and
Steve Grimley decided to walk their leg. It was, they claimed, a decision forced upon them by the
terrain which either went
upwards too steeply to
run or downwards too
steeply to run. It sounds
like a bit of an excuse but
they must have done some
pretty
nifty
walking
because they brought the
baton round to Honister
even further ahead of
schedule. Not bad for a
pair who couldn't be arsed
to carry out a recce.
A 7pm handover meant the Leg 5 quartet of Charlie Boyce, Richard, Robin and Gavin had the

luxury of knowing they could comfortably get round to Keswick in the daylight without busting a
gut so they decided that busting a gut was the only honourable course of action. They charged up
Dale Head at such a pace that Robin who was in the process of recovering from one illness nearly
started another. At this point they split into pairs and the swifter Richard and Charlie reached
Moot
Hall
by
9:35
pm
with
Robin
and
Gavin
not
far
behind.
Victory! Or something like it anyway. We were more than 7 hours behind the record and that was
with fresh legs on each leg. We had expected each leg to be tough and we weren't disappointed.
Each of us finished our leg with the feeling that we couldn't have gone much further. Hats off to
anyone who can do the same sort of thing five times over, even if it takes them 24 hours rather
than 14. It's an epic run by any standard.
Highlight of the weekend? Well, the morning after the run, some of us were sunning ourselves at
the campsite when a man turned up on his bike looking for the team who'd run the challenge the
day before. It was Billy Bland himself just dropping by for a chat - it's not every day you get to
meet a legend.
Here is a link to this year's results for the Challenge
http://www.billyblandchallenge.org.uk/?page_id=381

Meet Your Team Mate
Welcome to a newish member of the
club and a brilliant addition to our
ranks, John Minta. John has shone all
year and has chalked off some of the
calendar’s toughest assignments,
including Howarth Hobble, Calderdale
Hike Long and The Fellsman. He loved
the Fellsman so much he had their logo
tattooed on his washboard midriff!
Name: John Minta
AGE = 46
FROM ORIGINALLY = HEYWOOD ,
Lancashire
LIVES NOW = Todmorden , West
Yorkshire
HOME LIFE = Partner of 24 years with
3 children
OCCUPATION = Builder/Property
Developer
WHY JOIN CALDER VALLEY AND
WHEN ? = I joined caller valley in feb

14 , I joined because I had done a couple of fell runs under Manchester YMCA Harriers as they
are based in the gym I go to in Manchester , they don't do much fell running and I was sick of
turning up at races with no club team mates so I thought it would be best to join a proper fell
running club and the main reason I choose calder was mark goldie who I got talking too whilst
out walking the dogs, so if you want to blame anyone for my appearance its Goldie!!!!
HOW DID I GET INTO FELL RUNNING = I got into fell running because one of the lads from
my gym asked me if I fancied having a go at THE FELLSMAN !! "what’s that I asked " he then
explained to me it was a 62 mile fell run in the Yorkshire Dales? WOW the most I had run is 10k
on the treadmill in the gym !! So into training mode it was, my first fell run was flower scar in
Todmorden Feb 2013 then Llantysilio ,Howarth Hobble, Calderdale Hike before The Fellsman
"Baptism of fire " springs to mind!
HIGHLIGHTS OF FELL RUNNING CAREER SO FAR = Obviously the Fellsman is a big one,
I’m sure anyone who has had the pleasure of this race would agree it is amazing event but in my
short but some would say cramped career I have had plenty of highlights, another noticeable one
was doing the Tranters round with chairman and Top top bloke Bill Johnson, another mega
tough day in the hills but equally enjoyable, the views were amazing , we was out 18 hours and it
was one of the toughest single days running I’ve had ,some of the climbs seem to go on forever
!!
HISTORY WITH CALDER VALLEY? = Not sure about history but I can remember at flower scar
me coming in what I thought for me was respectable 61 minutes and seeing all these red and
white vests looking like they had finished ages ago and talking to mark goldie thinking this is the
club for me !!
FAVOURITE RACES AND WHY ? = I don't think I’ve done enough multiple races to have a
favourite but a few stick in my mind this year , I enjoyed the Mickleden Straddle, Edale skyline
was a good one, but one that I enjoyed the most was Borrowdale it was a classic, I travelled up
with Mike Wardle and Rod Sutcliffe, me and Mike had been up a few weeks before for a run
round the course so I was under no illusion how tough it was, we met helen buchan and Tim
Ellis, Gary Traviss and Dave Culpan on the field at the start, the weather was not the best and it
got worse the higher we got but I can remember having a smile on my face all the way round
thinking "this is what life’s all about "and at times "I must be mad" if I was I was in the right
place with so many like-minded people around me !! Truly a classic I can’t wait for next year.
LEAST FAVOURITE RACE AND WHY ? = Least has got to be Sedbergh Hills ? Only because I
DNF , my calf tightened up on the first climb and I was really struggling , I should and could
have carried on but I had the RAB MM two weeks later and was half trying to be sensible !! Me
sensible?!! Beat myself up over that for a couple of weeks, I’ll be back next year to put that one
right.
PREFERRED DISTANCE AND WHY = Its got to be anything above 15 miles ? I don't seem to
get going for a couple of hours , especially the not so local ones because it’s a day out then and
you don't have to worry about what you are going to do the rest of the day then !!
BREAKFAST AND ROUTINE ON RACE DAY? = Porridge and fruit , no routine or ritual really
just turn up and enjoy myself
FAVE PIECE OF KIT AND WHY? = Obviously CVFR vest really proud to be wearing that and I
always wear my black and red Nike shorts , I’ve tried the leggings? Sorry lads they are for girls !!
Not being sexist honest.

WHAT RACE ESSENTIALS DO I CARRY IN MY BUM BAG ? = I shouldn't let you into my
secret and any children reading this I definitely don't condone this but I always carry my
concoction of 600mg of ibuprofen, 1g of paracetamol and 150mg of caffeine !! Maybe that is why
I always run with a smile on my face? Because after I take that I don't feel much else !!
FAVOURITE FELL RACE BOOZER = Don't really have one , although I’ve enjoyed going into
the Old Gate in Hebden with the lads after the relays.
MOST FEARED/RESPECTED OPPONENT = Don't fear anyone although I respect anyone who
turns up to run the fells , it’s a tough sport full of ordinary people who all have the same goal - to
enjoy themselves !!
CLUBMATE I MOST ADMIRE ? I'm in awe of everyone at the club , many of you have done so
much over so many years , from the likes of Karl Gray to the enthusiasm of ladies’ captain Helen
Buchan , but a special mention has to go to Bill Johnson and Mike Wardle who have both made
my introduction to fell running and CVFR a pleasure , I’ve had some long days out with both of
them this year, Bill will tell you I’m not the easiest of persons to camp out with !! On the OMM
Elite this year we had a unbelievable tough two days together and when you get through that I
say that it is true respect "thanks Bill" And to Mike Wardle what a great bloke ,done everything
and still running all the races and happy to help anyone , "Thanks Mike"
ANY TIPS FOR ANYONE SETTING OUT IN FELL RUNNING ? = Only advice I could give
would be to join a top club like Calder Valley and go out and enjoy yourself .
WHO DO YOU MOST ADMIRE IN FELL RUNNING ? = I don't admire a singular person in fell
running but I do admire anybody who gets out week after week to enjoy the fells.
THINGS DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT FELL RUNNING ? = The camaraderie of the fell runner.
ONE THING WOULD YOU CHANGE? = Nothing I think it’s the simplicity of fell running which
makes it appealing.
WHEN NOT FELL RUNNING, WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO ? = I Play a game and have done
for 20 years called Rugby fives , it’s a game akin to squash although you don't have a racquet you
hit the ball with both hands , and cycle a lot generally in the summer.
TELL US SOMETHING INTERESTING ABOUT YOU? Not really owt interesting about me !!
GOALS IN NEXT 12 MONTHS = My only goal is to stay injury free so that I can do more races.

Donard Challenge - The Luck of the Irish?
by Helen Buchan
Ladies’ captain Helen Buchan is another runner who has had a fantastic year. She has worn
the arm band with pride and led the club with distinction, seeming to be at every race and
never short of a word of encouragement or two. The highlight of her year came in the mist in
Ireland. Here she tells us how she did it.

I had been counting down the days to our trip to Ireland, for the 1st race in the British
Championship calendar. Little did I know there was a clue to what lay ahead, in the title of the
race…
We should have known it was going to be an eventful weekend when we boarded our flight, took
our seats & the pilot announces ‘There’s a technical fault with the engine, so there will be a slight
delay.’
Once we finally arrived in Belfast, we all piled in to our hire cars for the short drive down to
Newcastle. Quick bag drop at the Youth Hostel & then we headed straight down to Maude’s,
which served up the most delicious food, huge portions & the biggest cakes I have ever seen!
Needless to say, we bumped into half of the travelling fell running contingent in there & it
became our favourite place to eat all weekend! Naturally, any leftovers were hoovered up by
Goldie! ;)
Back to the hostel for a quick change, before we set off to recce the race route. The only slight
problem was that we could only see as far up as the forest, which at a guess was probably about
150m high. The remaining 700m we had to climb to the top of Donard, was nowhere to be seen!
Tim Ellis took control of the map & we eventually made it to the quarry, which was CP1 in the
race. We could just about make out the summit of Millstone (CP2), but conditions were less than
ideal. Neil Northrop (who is an orienteer by trade), ran up past us at the quarry & we watched as
he scrambled up the steep climb to Millstone & then disappeared into the fog! We all decided
which line we would take on the race & then headed over to the other side of the quarry, which
was CP4. Once there, we were happy the marshall was doing a good enough job of flagging
around the quarry, so that Goldie didn’t fall in during the race, so we headed off back down the
mountain, through the forest for the final descent.
This was a flagged section but it was full of twists & turns, ducks, bends to the side & leaping like
Gazelle’s to avoid the fallen trees! We were seriously worried about Joe & Andy, hammering it
down the hill & wiping them-selves out! Tim & I didn’t have any such worries, with being so
vertically challenged!
When we got back down to the car-park, we bumped into Mark & Lou Roberts, who had just
been up & recce’d the whole route. They looked traumatised & said they couldn’t see a thing at
the summit, it was snowing & they had to take a compass bearing to get back down! Lou said
they had used a bearing of 40 degrees, but that had taken them down too far to the left. Despite
their advice, if any of us was panicking, the only person looking worried was Thirza & she was
only spectating!!!
Safely back at the hostel, a few of us headed out to Tesco to buy supplies for tea. Being the true
gents they are, Shaun & Joe carried the baskets for us, but Shaun went that extra mile & showed
Joe how it was done by carrying not 1, but 2 baskets! ;)
We decided on Spag Bol for tea & it was a real team effort, with everyone pitching in to help
cook. (Goldie & Andy’s wives have got them very well trained!)

After we had all eaten & the boys had washed-up, we retired to the lounge, to laugh at Goldie &
have a look at the map & decide on our routes for the race. Tim did a sterling job & meticulously
planned his route, deciding on 2 bearings – 244 degrees from CP2 to CP3 & then 52 degrees
from CP3 to CP4. Right, got that! I also set my compass to 244, so that if the weather was as bad
for the race, as soon as I got to CP2, I could just get my compass out & follow that bearing.
Once we were all happy with our routes, we headed down to the pub for a quick night cap & then
it was back to the hostel for an early night.
Managed to sleep ok, (in between Thirza, Jo & Helen F snoring!) so I was feeling great when I
woke & went downstairs for breakfast. I walked into the kitchen & said ‘Morning’ to Shaun &
asked if he was ok…’Well I was until I looked outside!’ OMG! I looked out of the window & you
couldn’t even see the town, never mind the forest or anything above it! Reality started to kick in!
This is bad, really bad, but we all laughed & joked about it, when secretly I knew we were all
thinking the same thing…
We all got ready & Andy, Rod & I had decided to layer up, as we knew we were potentially going
to be up on that mountain for a long time if things went ‘Pete Tong’, plus it was cold enough just
outside the Hostel! I travelled round to the race with Goldie & Andy. We were laughing & joking
about the conditions & how long it would take us. ‘I wish we could fast forwards 8 hours to when
we have survived & are all sat in the pub!’ I said.
What you mean ‘when?’ Don’t you mean ‘if’ we survive???
We had to have a race briefing at 11:30. There were rumours the RO had a plan b if the weather
conditions were really bad, which would just take us straight up to the summit of Donard & then
straight back down. We also had a plan c, which was just head straight to the pub!!! No such
luck, the RO simply reiterated the fact we would all need to USE A COMPASS BEARING!
Lining up at the start, I was very apprehensive, but just focussed on my race plan – push hard
from the off & pick as many people off as I could on the steep, but runnable 1st section of climb
out of the forest. Quick kit check & then we were off!
It was all going to plan & I did exactly what I had intended to do & over-took about 10 people on
the 1st climb to the quarry. I was absolutely boiling & shouted to Thirza I was too hot as I passed
her from where she was watching. ‘You won’t be soon!’ was her reply…how right she was!
I scrambled up the steep climb to Millstone & CP2. Once at the top, I don’t think I have ever
been so scared in all my short fell-running life! I couldn’t even see my hand in front of my face &
there were people running off in all directions! Don’t panic! So I took a deep breathe, lined up
my compass & headed off into the wilderness! Just as I started running, Dan Taylor from Tod
caught me up & asked what bearing I was on. ‘244’ I shouted. ‘That’ll do me’, he replied, before
disappearing into the fog. Right, you can do this I reassured myself. Just then, Wendy Dodds
appeared. If Wendy was on the same line, that was good enough for me!

On I went, running slowly & checking my compass every few strides. The climb to Donard
summit seemed to go on forever, made worse by the fact we had no sense of where we were in
zero visibility.
I then heard voices & when I looked up, it was Gav, doing his usual hopping-mad impression!
‘This is a bleeping nightmare!’ he said. Or words to that effect ;)
I heard more voices & I could just about make out Shaun’s silhouette to my right, along with 3
other men. The climb was now really steep, so knew I couldn’t be far off the summit. As I looked
to my left, I could see Andy Thorpe making his way down & laughed at how he looked – exactly
the same as me – head down, compass in hand, completely focussed on that bearing!
At long last, the welcome sight of a line of Marshalls (although you could only see one at a time,
once you were practically on top of them!), directing us up to the Great Cairn & CP3. The race
route was supposed to take us right past the Lesser Cairn, but I have absolutely no recollection
of seeing that!
So now, the daunting job of getting myself back down the mountain! I set my compass to the
next bearing – 52 degrees & off I went. I was completely on my own for what seemed like an
eternity, gingerly avoiding rocks & checking I was still on the right line. Out of the fog I found Ali
Raw from Bingley, who was having a nightmare as she had chosen not to use her compass. So I
rounded her up, plus a lady from Glossopdale & a lady from Eryri & we continued down the
mountain. The bearing was absolutely spot on! I remembered there was a flat part from looking
at the map, in between the 2 mountains on the way back down & I knew we had to keep to the
right of that. On we ploughed & then we came across a trod, so we followed that for a short time
(all the while checking my compass). Then, finally, I could see the flags round the top of the
quarry, which would lead us the short way down to CP4! OMG! I was so happy & relieved! The
girls I helped down thanked me for my amazing compass bearing & to express their gratitude,
they all left me & legged-it down through the forest!!!
The final run in was great fun & just such a welcome relief from the mayhem behind. I heard
Thirza shout that I had had a storming run, Aw, bless her I thought. Next up was Jo Marshall &
her posse of adoring boys she had picked up whilst spectating! They all cheered for me, which I
thought was lovely! Finally, the final run in around the football pitch to the finish. Joe & Andy
were there & they too shouted I had had a storming run! Hmmm, something’s clearly going on
here!
Once over the finish line, Helen Fines greeted me & said ‘My God, you have had a great run –
I’ve only just finished!’ And then the drama started to unfold…
I can honestly say the next 10 minutes or so, were the greatest of my little fell running career &
can’t imagine will ever be eclipsed! ‘Shaun’s not even back yet!’ Oh, music to my ears! 
It was unbelievable, stood at the finish-line, with top runner after top runner all finishing behind
me! Tom Addison, Ben Abdelnoor, Vic Wilkinson, Astrid Gibbs, Hazel Robinson…the list was
endless! I thought I’d save the best 2 for last though – SHAUN GODSMAN & MARK GOLDIE!!!

We were however, all starting to get a bit worried about Jonny, as we were approaching the 2
hour mark & there was still no sign of him. Just then, out of the forest we could see Jonny
accompanied by the lovely Mrs Godsman! We all cheered for them both, but then we were all
cheering for Shaz to put a sprint on & beat Jonny over the finish line. Mr Helliwell being the true
gent he is, chivalrously stepped aside & let Shaz cross the finish line before him! (Jonny had got
completely lost between CP2 & CP3 & had decided to start following the river back down, as he
knew it would eventually lead him back down to the sea!!!)
Everyone back safe & sound! Phew! Brilliant! What a race & what a day! I have to say a massive
thanks to both Shaun & Goldie though, for being great sports & taking their defeat on the chin,
like the true sporting superstars they are! ;)
Andy had also had a brilliant run & navigated the whole way round, so you can imagine how
much we laughed when we couldn’t even find our way back to the car, on the car-park!
Andy, Goldie & I decided to head straight back to the hostel to get showered & ready for the
evening’s celebrations. I was under strict instructions to leave the shower running as long as
possible, so there would be no hot water left for Shaun! ;)
The stories after the race were just hilarious! Who would set their compass, hang it around their
neck, but then not use it & instead run round like a headless chicken??? SHAUN!
Joking aside, Karl & Tim both had a storming race & if Tim had used his own perfect compass
bearing of 244 degrees, I’m sure they would have been in with a shout of winning. Instead, they
both did a nice little loop of CP2, before finally making it to the summit of Donard! Despite all
the madness unfolding around them, Karl clocked the fastest descent time, with Tim 3rd fastest.
We had a fantastic night out in the pub after the race, celebrating Shaun’s ‘success’ & dancing
until the band finished playing at 2am! I’d love to tell you more, but you know the golden
rule…what goes on tour, stays on tour! ;)
There was still one final comedy moment though! Jonny & Joe had decided to get up at 6:30 &
go for a run on Sunday morning, so both set their alarms for 6:20am. The clocks went forward
on Saturday night, but Jonny hadn’t realised his phone would automatically change. So he put it
forward another hour & ended up getting up at 5:30 & sitting there waiting for Joe for an hour!!!
I think it’s safe to say Donard 2014 will go down in the history books for all the wrong reasons,
but I’m secretly praying for the same horrendous weather conditions next year!
So, between Shaun & I, it’s 1-0 to me in the British Champs, with Ennerdale up next!
Hmmm…place your bets now! ;)

CVFR Meet Your Team Mate
Name: Helen Buchan
Age: 36

From originally: Burnley! Yes that’s right – both CVFR Men’s & Ladies Captains are from the
right side of the border!!! ;)
Lives now: Greetland, Halifax
Home life: Husband Martyn, daughters Regan (aged 11) & Holly (8), crazy Boxer dog Bailey &
even crazier pony Joules!
Occupation: Linda Murgatroyd’s training partner!
When & why did you join Calder Valley: I joined Oct 2012 after trying a couple of fell races &
absolutely loving them!
Highlights of your fell running career so far: I think everyone knows this…beating Shaun &
Goldie at Donard! Priceless!
Best result so far: Ovenden 2014 – 3rd lady
Favourite race(s) and why: 3 Peaks, Full Tour of Pendle & Heptonstall. I love the longer races
with lots of climbing. I’m not the fastest runner, so the longer & tougher the race, the better I
seem to perform!
Least favourite race and why: Frostbite 30 – way too flat for me! I was praying for the race to
finish with a climb up a mountain!
Breakfast & routine on race-mornings: Porridge with blueberries, then a banana about 1 hour
before the race.
What fell shoe(s) do you wear and why: I love my Mudclaws & my X-Talons for different
reasons. I feel so safe on slippy descents in my Mudclaws, but you can’t beat Talons for racing in
dry, fast conditions.
Fave piece of kit and why: My CVFR vest obviously!
What race essentials (other than FRA mandatory stuff) do you carry in your bum bag: Survival
bag, even on the short races! Everyone laughs at me, but I’m surviving!!!
Favourite local fell race boozer and why: I don’t drink, except on special occasions! ;)

Tell us a funny story about a fell running incident: One word – Donard!
Most respected opponent: Kate Mansell! She is so strong & has an amazing level of endurance
from all the miles she does on the bike with Graham.
Clubmate(s) you most admire: Karl Gray, Helen Fines & Bill & Anne Johnson.

Do you have any tips for anyone setting out into Fell Running: Just enjoy it! Don’t think fell
running is only for the elites. Just get some races under your belt & before you know it, you will
be brimming full of confidence & ticking-off races you didn’t think possible!
Outside of CVFR, who do you most admire in fell running: It has to be Ian Holmes. He is an
absolute legend & is still winning the toughest races at the age of 48! His descending has to be
seen to be believed!
Sporting heroes and why: Michael Vaughan – His leadership style is very similar to mine, plus
he is the only person who talks sense when it comes to the England cricket team & he is the only
person who can rescue English cricket right now!!!
Paula Radcliffe – the obvious reason is that she is still the Ladies Marathon World Record
holder. The not so obvious reason is that she has taken a lot of grief over the years for her
running style, but rather than change it, she just embraced it & accepted that was who she was.
Biggest influence of fell running career and why: Mark Goldie – his speed sessions are brilliant
& he is the most supportive coach you could ever wish for.
What things do you like most about fell running: All of the Relays & getting to see the most
amazing views you didn’t even realise existed in this country! I secretly enjoy a bit of danger(!),
so I also like the ‘man v mountain’ challenge fell running brings.
Other sports played and to what level: Hockey at school/college – I played for Lancashire.
When not fell running, what do you like to do: Ha ha, I’m always out running, so if I’m not
running I’ll be sleeping!
Tell us something(s) of interest about you: I am Take That’s biggest fan & I have been to every
single one of their Tours since they started out! The 1st time I saw them was at the Ritzy in
Burnley, when I was 13! I’m sure you all remember their ‘Do what you like’ video, which was
basically all of Take That, dressed in bondage gear! I loved it, but Granada Reports filmed their
performance & my poor Dad was horrified when he saw it on TV a couple of days later!!!
During the 2000/2001 football season, my friends & I went to every single Burnley game, both
home & away!
Goals for next 12 months: Sub 4:30 3 Peaks, sub 3:15 Tour of Pendle & to try & get my race
rating up to sub 1.50.

The Lakeland Classics Trophy 2014

by Mike Wardle

Bill noted in the club championship information for 2014 that Ennerdale Horseshoe and
Borrowdale had been included and as both are race counters in the Lakeland Classics Trophy it
could be a good year to complete it. So for those who are not sure what the Lakeland Classics
Trophy is I thought I would put this short article together to record the achievements of those

from the club who completed it this year, to explain a little about it and hopefully encourage
more of you to maybe set it as a goal for the future!!
The Lakeland Classics Trophy was started in 2002 to encourage more Fell runners to enter the
long Lakeland fell races. There had been a reduction in the number entering the longer races
and entries’ in the low 30’s was not uncommon. This prompted concern in the high echelons of
the FRA and the LCT was the result. Its primary aim was to encourage greater entry numbers
and therefore ensure the survival of these classic fell races. It has been successful. Entry
numbers in the individual races have increased and the numbers completing the LCT per year
has risen from 30+ to 90+. Although it should be noted the Dockray Helvelyn race was run for
the last time in 2002 and was one of the Super Long counters that year.
To qualify for the LCT your best 3 performances count, and must include a minimum of 2 Super
Long races plus any other of the six races.
There are four Super long Races: Duddon, Ennerdale, Wasdale and Borrowdale, and two Long
races: Langdale and Threeshires.
Entry is free. (Always a good reason to enter.)
Points’ scoring is based on finish times rather than positions. (Bill calculates this using some
weird and wonderful computations.)
There have been a steady number of club members completing the LCT over the years. The best
position achieved to date by a member of CVFR is Adam Breaks who came 6th in 2006. Others
who have completed up to this year include Greg Hought, Clare Kenny (Harris) x2, Johnny
Moore x2, Paul Biddup, Gary Parker x2, Steve Smithies, Martin Whitehead and Ian Symington
and myself. This year the most ever from the club completed: Helen Buchan, John Minta, Gary
Traviss, Rod Sutcliffe and I. My apologies to anyone I have missed.
All the races are regarded as tough and quite an undertaking. They are run over very steep rough
ground that is often rocky. Navigation skills are an essential. Knowledge of the route is a great
advantage. There are many mythical short cuts that are debated at great length!! Weather often
plays a major role on performance. Overcoming these many challenges make finishing these
races very rewarding whatever position is achieved.
Ennerdale Horseshoe 2014. 36.8km/2290m

This was a championship race this year so had a large entry. It is a super route, which follows
the skyline of this remote valley and visits several high summits including Pillar and Kirkfell.
Disappointingly on the day thunderstorms were forecast. Much to every ones dismay the route
was changed to a safe low level alternative. Of course we did not hear a clap of thunder all day
but I for one would not have wanted to sit on the summit of Pillar for a few hours with thunder
forecast!! It did rain all day! The route did not favorer us fell runners but Karl Gray did not let
that affect him and produced an outstanding 2nd place. The route certainly did not suit me
because it followed valley paths and tracks. The track back from Blacksail YH down Ennerdale
was particularly onerous. The next worry was whether Ennerdale would count in the LCT?
Fortunately Bill put our fears to rest and assured us it would.

King Karl in hot pursuit of winner Rob Hope

The Bard of Egerton - Tim Ellis

Borrowdale 2014 27km/2000m

The Painted Stallion - Jonny Helliwell

Borrowdale unlike Ennerdale and Wasdale has never had problems with low entry numbers
maybe because it is a little shorter and visits the summit of England’s highest mountain. The
route however is complicated even in good weather. The weather on the day was grim. Strong
winds, low cloud and rain that did ease toward the back end of the race. Gary Travis became a
cover Lad with a very impressive photograph taken as he stormed down Scafell Pike. Tim Ellis
produced another impressive run to finish in 7th place. In sharp contrast a serious accident
occurred during the race when John Moss fell descending the corridor route. The article in the
Fell Runner is a must read for us all giving detailed advice that we all hope we could put in to
practice if need be. Tim Ellis, Gary Travis, Helen Buchan Rod Sutcliffe, John Minta, and I had
now completed two of the required races.
Three Shires 20km/1220

A Gary Traviss sandwich…….yummy

This is the only LCT race that is still entry on the day. It is
also the shortest and therefore a good race to do if you
have not done any Lakeland longs. It should not be
underestimated though with all the usual ingredients of
The descent off Scafell Pike
steep climbs, rough rocky ground and complicated route
finding if the weather is poor. Today paths are now
evident where the best lines go but you still need to be confident you are following the right
path. The weather was fairly kind with light winds and patchy cloud. Rod does not appear in the
finishers list and as far as we can work out is still not recorded as finished despite the use of old
and new systems. (Dibers where used for the first time on the race??) He definitely finished
because he came back in the car with me. For Gary, Helen, and I this was our third counter for
the LCT. Rod should also have had enough counters but?? Undaunted he decided to do
Langdale so he would have the final counter needed.
Langdale Horseshoe 21.1km/1450
The final classic of the season often attracts a very high entry. Run in mid October means it
usually has poor weather with greasy rock. This year was no exception. The route follows an

intricate line around the highest summits of Langdale. Once again the racing lines seem quite
improbable and local knowledge is a real bonus to save climbing over summits that you don’t
need to visit and to miss the infamous “bad step” on the descent off the Crinkles. James Logue
had a super run finishing in 5th place. Rod got his final counter so completed his LCT (he has
had several attempts but that is another story) and John Minta took time off from running Ultra
races to complete his third LCT race of the year so also completed.
So to conclude five members of the club completed the LCT this year, the most ever. For those
looking for another challenge this is one well worth considering and should be on every fell
runners list of things to do. The routes are all challenging and test your fell running skills to the
full plus the country they are run in is some of the best in the UK.

CVFR Meet Your Team Mate
Name: Gillian Wisbey
Age: 44
From originally: Warwickshire. I grew up in a small village called Hill Wootton just outside
Warwick
Lives now: Hebden Bridge, quite near to Hardcastle Crags
Home life: Me and Mark my husband and two cats Tabitha and her son (bonkers) Boris. Got the
cats last year from Howarth Cat Rescue to compensate for losing my buddy (my dog) Trouble
that we had for 14 years
Occupation: Marketing and Ecommerce Manager for Freemans Grattan Holding in Bradford.
When & why did you join Calder Valley: A few years ago I came down to do a trial run with
Calder as I wanted to join a local club. I loved it and stayed.
How did you get into fell running: I like running and have run to keep fit so I wanted to join a
local club to spur me on and joined Calder and got into fell running that way.
Highlights of your fell running career so far: Getting my level 2 coaching qualification
Best result so far: still waiting for this!
Favourite race(s) and why: I like the local ones. But I did really enjoy Black Mountain
Least favourite race and why: I have a love hate relationship with the Heptonstall race. I love it
as it is nice and local and where I train. But I keep trying to beat my previous time and each time
I get worse and worse. This year I was sick 5 times on the last climb!

Preferred sort of distance and why: I want to say long and want to do well on the long, but it is
definitely the short that suits me more. I think it is do with pacing and my lack of ability to pace
properly.
Breakfast & routine on race-mornings: Breakfast is just my normal cereal but I do try to drink
plenty of water.
What fell shoe(s) do you wear and why: I used to wear Salomon but I changed back to Innovate
at the weekend because I find the grip in the mud better, and I think I will be going back to
Innovate permanently.
Fave piece of kit and why: My Haglof jacket as it does the job in the wet (I don’t much like the
rain)!
What race essentials (other than FRA mandatory stuff) do you carry in your bum bag: I keep in
my bum bag some change in case I have to get the bus home!
Favourite local fell race boozer and why: The Cross did an excellent job after the Heptonstall
race.
Tell us a funny story about a fell running incident: Not very funny, but at least Al Whitelaw
laughed at me. A couple of months ago I got myself, 11 juniors and 3 adults lost above
Mytholmroyd, I just completely lost my bearings! I think it taught me and them a good lesson. I
have promised them all crème eggs for Easter.
Most respected opponent: I don’t really have an opponent most people are a lot better than me.
Clubmate(s) you most admire: I admire all but particularly those runners that have got a county
or country vest.
Do you have any tips for anyone setting out into Fell Running: Just enjoy it and have fun, this is
what I try and do with the juniors that I coach.
Outside of CVFR, who do you most admire in fell running: Wendy Dodds is pretty amazing
Sporting heroes and why: The Brownlee’s I loved watching them in the Olympics
Biggest influence of fell running career and why: Al Whitelaw to get me to do my coaching
qualification
What things do you like most about fell running: The friendship, the good fun and the
sportsmanship.
What things would you change, if anything: the weather. I don’t like heavy rain
Other sports played and to what level: I like swimming and I do a bit of cycling. I have done a
triathlon and I might do more this year.

When not fell running, what do you like to do: I like shopping and also drinking coffee and
eating cake.
Tell us something(s) of interest about you: I cannot think of anything interesting so I’ll do a plea
for help with the juniors Reservoir Bogs Race that I organise as part of Bill’s mid summer
madness. We always need helpers and it is great to watch the juniors; laughing crying, falling
over, stuffing their faces with chocolates and sweets and losing their shoes. Kieran Nelson’s shoe
is still up on the Moors by the Bogs race. If you are interested in helping then let me know (it’s
on 21st June).
Goals for next 12 months: I want to stay relatively injury free and get to do some longer runs,
such as the Yorkshire marathon, but when I try to up my miles I get injured so I might just have
to stick with the 1st goal of injury free.

Ovenden Fell Race

by Allan Greenwood

Allan Greenwood has forgotten more than most people know about fell running. A true club
stalwart who has been around since year dot, he has devoted many hours to the sport he loves.
Alas he is signing off from his ever popular Ovenden race, so on behalf of all the club I’d like to
say thanks Allan for all your efforts over the years. Here’s the tale of the last one….
It was Friday, the day before the Ovenden fell race, and as usual I’d taken a half day holiday off
work to flag the route. I drove up to the Causeway Foot pub and sent a text message to Andy
Clarke. I'd managed to get away from work about 40 minutes earlier than expected so I would
meet the lads on the route. I left two sacks of flags by my car wheel and made my way around the
"first and last" mile and a quarter section of the route with flags and tapes. The sun shone and I
soon found myself removing my jacket on the climb to the former Withens Inn and Ovenden
windfarm. What a glorious day to be out on the moors during the day, I thought. It sure beats
working on a Friday afternoon!
I tied tapes to the gate and stuck some markers in, then surveyed the panorama. Superb!
However, by the time I’d turned north and reached the steel bridge across Skirden Clough, the
wind had got up and the clouds were gathering, blocking the sun. Then I felt a spot or two of
rain. My jacket was soon back on, along with hat and gloves. Quarter of a mile further on, I was
battling through a hail shower. I finished flagging the section and found some shelter beneath
the rocks at Ogden Kirk until the others arrived. I stood and watched the snow that was now
being blown hard across the moors, blotting out the windfarm completely.
I pondered on my decision to always insist on full kit at my event. "No Kit - No Run!". The
weather is just so unpredictable up here. An hour earlier I would have got away with t-shirt and
shorts, but now I was huddling alongside a wall in thermals, tights, a gore-tex jacket and soaking
wet gloves, shaking with cold. Sermon over.
A short while later, I heard a shout. Andy, Steven Cavell and Mike Wardle stood on the ridge
above me. I jogged up and seeing that I was cold, Andy handed me his dry skiing gloves. We set
off and got the job done, very heavy underfoot conditions with deep, shoe sucking peat on the
skyline path over Nab Rough slowed us down though. The weather brightened up later and we

finished in warm sunshine, then a welcome pint awaited us. Cheers lads, days like these make
the world go round.
Saturday dawned fine and bright. We knew we were in for a good turnout as Calder Valley ,
Bingley Harriers and Valley Striders were all using the race as the first event in their club
championships. Jackie and me arrived at the pub early and while I set up the finish and put out
the parking notices, Peter Jebb, Barbara Carney and Jackie set up their very efficient
registration, with, besides map, photos and past results, FULL KIT warning notices and other
official FRA forms & literature on the walls.
Getting competitors' cars onto the rather wet field at the rear of the pub proved tricky but we
managed, thanks to David Weatherhead and Kerry Gilchrist, ably assisted by Barbara's
Grandson Felix Carney. More of him later... (!) However, everyone thought that getting cars
back off the field as the grass turned to mud would be more of a challenge. No problem - one
quick phone call to the local farmer Keith Midgeley and I arranged that we would have a tractor
on hand to pull 'em off at around 1pm. He's a good lad is Keith (And thus proving that it pays to
keep good relations with your local farmer/landowner).
With one hundred and nine runners registered, I set off to the reservoir embankment start area.
The FRA have imposed a few new safety guidelines on organisers. One of these is to be
absolutely sure of the number of starters and finishers and to ensure that these amounts tally
with a double checking system. Plain common sense but requiring extra manpower on the
finish.
We performed a head-count through the gate to the start line, runners were instructed not to
pass through unless registered and wearing a race number (visible at all times - on the outside of
everything.) On the finish we had three different methods of recording numbers, - manually
written down, crossed off from a grid and race numbers placed into a box.
The race went well and my pre-race favourite Gavin Mulholland (Calder Valley) was the first
man back. Queensbury local Amy Green (Keighley and Craven) won the women’s section. After
the first half dozen men had finished, it emerged that someone had moved some of the markers
on the return section near "The Withens". I decided to trot up the lane and have a look, though I
must admit, I was more than a bit miffed at this. All that effort marking the course, three hours
in total, and it took some idiot twenty seconds to mess it up.
As it happened, the detour made little difference, runners being turned off the track before the
steel bridge and back into the final lane a bit further on. Six and two threes really. I hope the
perpetrators had a good giggle.
Gavin is an over 40 veteran, so the vets prize went to second placed Tom Brunt of Dark Peak.
First over 50 was regular at my races, West Pennines' Neil Holding with Andy Green, (K&C),
father of the women’s winner Amy, taking the over 60's prize. Valley Strider Malcolm Coles won
the over 70's section. Paula Youle (Dark Peak) won the female veteran over 40 category, while
the first woman over 50 was Aileen Baldwin of Halifax based Stainland Lions - even though, as
she is quick to point out, Aileen is over 60! So the over 60 award went to Barbara Haigh of

Penistone Footpath Runners. Calder Valley won the men's team prize beer, though there weren't
three female counters from any club, so no women's team.
The prize giving was great fun, as my little mate Felix Carney agreed to act as celebrity and hand
out all the awards. All that hand shaking wore him out, not to mention all the kisses from the
ladies – I understand that his teeth are falling out from kissing girls!
Thanks to all the prize winners for being such good sports. Also thanks to everyone who helped
to make the race a success. Andy, Steven and Mike (flagging), Jackie, Peter, David and Barbara,
Kerry Gilchrist, Tony Steward and to Bill Johnson, Linda Murgatroyd and Caroline Harding who
swept around the course and gathered in all the markers saving me a massive job on Sunday.
Thanks to Yorkshire Water who allow us to run over their land for free, the tenant farmer Keith
Midgley for his support and enthusiasm, Calderdale Countryside Services who manage Ogden
Water and its surrounding paths and land and Terry and Christine at the Causeway Foot pub.
Finally, thanks to all of you, the thousands of runners who have enjoyed Fell Running at Ogden
Water' series over the past 22 years. This was, as I told all my helpers, my last year as organiser.
I don't fell race much these days and I now feel I’ve done my bit for the sport.
See you around.

CVFR Meet Your Team Mate
Here he is, the new club Social Sec’. Brace yourselves for a hectic 2015 folks!
Name: Ben Frechette
Age: 33
From originally: Cragg Vale
Lives now: Booth
Home life: Live with Girlfriend Katie
Occupation: Director of a Courier & Freight Company ‘Cargo2Go’
When & why did you join Calder Valley: it would probably be around 2006, and with it being the
family club it was a no brainer.

How did you get into fell running: growing up most my
weekends were spent locked in a ford Mondeo with a carton
of Ribena and a bag of crisps somewhere in the lakes whilst
my dad, Paul buggered off and did a race. The odd time
when I was younger I did a couple of the junior races but it
was more forced than for the love of it. Later on in life I
entered a Tough Guy Assault course with a couple of
friends, Richard Ingram, now a member of the club and
William Stiegler, a former member. None of us at the time
ran but myself and Will started doing fell running as a way
of training for it, so soon Tuesday nights became a staple
chasing Andy Clarke Jason Stevens and the like around,
holding on for dear life. W decided to enter a race to give us
a test although picking Half Tour of Pendle wasn’t probably
the best idea as it scarred us for life. We sat in silence in the
Pendle inn for 2 hours after wondering what the bloody hell
had just happened to us!
Ben pushing hard on the ascent past Little
Stoodley - Heptonstall Festival

Highlights of your fell running career so far: There are lots, I can’t remember not having a smile
or laugh at any race or any run it seems to bring that out in you. I think the best bit has been the
past few years where more of my friends have got into it and joined the club.

Best result so far: Coiners I was 4th I think last year
Favourite race(s) and why: Cader Idris as it become the main race for our group and we have
such a good weekend when we go up and the Calderdale way Relay I love the relays.
Least favourite race and why: 3 Peaks - it’s far too fast for me

Preferred sort of distance and why: I’m not a speed merchant that’s for sure, so short blasts hurt
but I think 8-10 miles is about right for me.
Breakfast & routine on race-mornings: usually have a skinful the night before lol. No, bit of
porridge early on if it’s a morning race, if an afternoon maybe something more filling scrambled
egg on toast.
What fell shoe(s) do you wear and why: at the minute some bright orange X-talon 190s, only
because they were cheap samples from the Pete Bland van (I’m a tight arse)
Fave piece of kit and why: Haglofs Oz pullover, superb jacket!!!

What race essentials (other than FRA mandatory stuff) do you carry in your bum bag: Sherbert
dip, get shut of the liquorice but it’s a quick fix of sugar.
Favourite local fell race boozer and why: Shoulder Royd has to be where as I’ve drank in there
for a long time but Hare and Hounds up old town does a good drop and is very welcoming of
runners as well.
Tell us a funny story about a fell running incident: hahaha I could drop a few people in it here
but I won’t. I think one that sticks in my mind was my first Mountain Marathon the OMM in
Galloway. I teamed up with Will Stiegler and at the time I had a fair bit of disposable income, so
we chucked the kitchen sink at our new hobby, new Terra Nova Ultralight tent brand new OMM
PacKs brand new OMM waterproofs, titanium kettles the lightest smallest stove every created,
headtorchs that were the size of 50 pence piece but were brighter than the sun, we bought the
lot. The event was awful and we had no idea what we were doing. It pissed down all weekend I
remember scraping in on day 1 with about 30 sec to spare with hardly any points. I’d forgotten
to drink all day so spent the night dizzy with diarrhoea and vomiting whilst Will desperately
tried to figure out how to work the NASA style stove we’d bought. But it was best summed up on
day 2; it was chucking it down and freezing, we set off and we hit checkpoint 1 then decided to
sack it off we were cold, wet tired and fed up just as we turned to trudge off direct to the finish,
two elite lads ran past us in shorts, t-shirts and not much else, looked over at us two as we stood
there in in matching brand new OMM waterproofs and brand new OMM packs, pants on hoods
up, and with a knowing nod of the head and smile they simply said ‘nice kit lads’. So off we
trudged back to the finish got in the car and drove straight home although I made sure I
collected my t-shirt in the event tent first as it matched my kit.. 
Most respected opponent: Mark O’Connor
Clubmate(s) you most admire: Mark O’connor / Rod Sutcliffe / Ian Symington / Karl Gray
Do you have any tips for anyone setting out into Fell Running: It always hurts you just get a bit
harder and learn to put up with it

Outside of CVFR, who do you most admire in fell running: Ian Holmes he is double hard
Sporting heroes and why: got to be Beckham purely for the fact I had every haircut he had
including the double pony tail  lol.
Biggest influence of fell running career and why: Got to be my Dad, he isn’t an active runner
now but I know all the tales of every race he did I grew up with him sleeping in the bathroom
after exerting himself too much and needing to be near the toilet. Or falling asleep in public ones
in Mytholmroyd whilst trying to get 100 miles a week in, so with fell runners round the house all
the time maps everywhere and the likes of Pete White Rod Sutcliffe Rhys Kift to name a few it
was inevitable I would get into it one day.
What things do you like most about fell running: without doubt the people, it’s certainly not the
running that bit I hate.

What things would you change, if anything: pre-entry it’s a pain in the arse.
Other sports played and to what level: nothing else of any note.
When not fell running, what do you like to do: Socialising with Friends, love going out for meals
/ shopping / weekends away myself and Katie have a great bunch around us so there is always
something going on.
Goals for next 12 months: want to continue with my gym training which I have been doing for
the past few months going into the New Year which will hopefully make me stronger for next
season when I start running again.

CVFR Meet Your Team Mate
Name: Ben Mounsey
Age: 33
From originally: Blackley (near Elland)
Lives now: Elland (You can see I’ve gone far ;-))
Home life: Run, work, eat, sleep…REPEAT
Occupation: Art/ICT/Photography teacher and 1 half of BS Design
When & why did you join Calder Valley:
Before my CVFR days
I was just a member
of my local club
Stainland Lions. After
meeting Jo Waites
and Karl Gray at
various fell races they
persuaded me to join
the club in a record
breaking deal which
saw them signing 2nd
claim for Stainland
and me joining CVFR
1st claim. It was all
over Sky Sports news
at the time and the
deal was worth 1 and

Ben at full bore on his way to winning Yorkshire Gold - Great Whernside

a half pints of Guinness plus a packet of Big D peanuts (the equivalent of at least 3 pints these
days).
How did you get into fell running:
I first got into running by accident when someone at work persuaded me to join Stainland Lions
about 10 years ago. I soon realised that I enjoyed the fells rather than the road and track and
that I had some real potential to do well in the sport. Joining CVFR was the best decision I’ve
ever made.
Highlights of your fell running career so far:
Representing Yorkshire (2009, 2011), England and Great Britain (2011), winning the Yorkshire
Championship (2014), annually smashing the paired relays with Karl and of course meeting my
BFFL and illicit lover Gavin Mulholland.
Best result so far:
Winning the Yorkshire Championship at Great Whernside (2014)
5th at Loughrigg Silverhowe (English Championship 2011)
5th at Slieve Bearnagh (British Championship 2009)
Favourite race(s) and why:
My favourite local races have to be Shepherd’s Skyline, Yorkshireman Half and The Hebden 22.
The Skyline and Yorkshireman just seem to suit my style of running- fast and furious! The
Hebden is just a spectacular route with amazing views of the valley- plus I always run round
hand in hand with Gav and we try and eat our own body weight in cake during the race (which is
harder for me to do as Gav only weighs 7 stone wet through).
My favourite Lakeland race is Coniston- purely because the climbs are mostly runnable and the
final descent is mental!
Least favourite race and why:
Anything over 15 miles! ;-) I’d have to say the Yorkshire 3 Peaks if I’m honest. I don’t like the
route and it’s far too long for a racing snake like me!
Preferred sort of distance and why:
I like the short races, I’d say between 5 to 7 miles over any terrain. My body seems to run on a
cheap set of Poundland batteries, not like the Duracell bunnies such as Karl and co. Anything
over 15 miles and you’d best get a St John’s Ambulance on standby.

Breakfast & routine on race-mornings:

I usually try and stay in bed as long as possible followed by a strong coffee and a big bowl of
Porridge. I’ll have a banana mid-morning and sometimes a gel 20 mins before I race to fuel the
bullet sprint start.
What fell shoe(s) do you wear and why:
For training I wear Salomon Fellcross and Salomon Sense, mainly because they look good and
I’m a fell ponce. To be fair they’re also really comfortable! For racing I wear the orange Inov8
Talon 190. I love them because the grip is brilliant and they’re lighter than a Gavin Mulholland.
Fave piece of kit and why:
Easy! My Suunto Ambit watch and HR monitor! As many of you know I’m a Strava addict (or
Alpha-Stravarian as Jim likes to call me). I’m a massive data monster and really anal about my
weekly mileage, amount of climbing, hours of running and heart rate during training.
Also my Salomon Exo twin skin shorts cos they look the business and feel great ;-)

What race essentials (other than FRA mandatory stuff) do you carry in your bum bag:
A varied selection of my own food and food I’ve stolen from other fell runners. A few years ago I
got caught stealing jelly babies from bum bags during the British Relays so these days I try and
eat stolen goods straight away to try and hide the evidence.
Favourite local fell race boozer and why:
I don’t go to the pub much if I’m honest! But it would have to be anywhere that sells Guinness.
Tell us a funny story about a fell running incident:
A few years ago I ran the paired leg of the British Relays in Wales with Karl. We were having a
stormer and I was enjoying the rare treat of punishing him good and proper. Then about 6 miles
into the 9 mile route the sole of one of my Walsh PB’s just fell off! As it was a team event I
quickly prescribed myself a large dose of man the f**k up and just carried on running wearing
only 1 shoe. Needless to say we finished the leg and unbelievably recorded the fastest time of the
day! My foot hurt for about 2 weeks after but it was well worth it!
Another funny story was when I got caught short during a training run and had to do a Paula
Radcliffe in the middle of the main roundabout in Elland. That patch of grass will never grow
back.

Most respected opponent:
‘The Legend’ Karl Gray! The most all-round and complete fell runner in the country. Unlike
other superheroes Karl has no weakness! I’m yet to find his Kryptonite. If you beat Karl in a race
then you know you’re running well, that man does not give away a cheap scalp.

Clubmate(s) you most admire:
Karl Gray! (see above)
Mike Wardle, for his knowledge and experience of the fells. He’s forgotten more than I know.
Gav and Godsman for their climbing ability.…and of course Shaun for competing at such a high
level for his age and weight.
Do you have any tips for anyone setting out into Fell Running:
Hell yeah! Join Strava and go Premium. Then go and smash some CR’s! (Preferably those owned
by Gav, Karl and Shaun). Just remember to stay off my turf please ;-)
Outside of CVFR, who do you most admire in fell running:
Ian Holmes, another legend. I respect what he’s achieved in the sport over such a long period of
time and what he’s still achieving as a V45. Ian is a remarkable and very modest athlete, who
like Karl is fantastic over all distances and terrain. He’s also one of the fastest descenders in the
country, amazing to watch in full flight.
Sporting heroes and why:
A couple of years ago I would’ve said Lance Armstrong!
As a kid growing up I used to love footballer’s Gary Lineker and Leeds legend Gary Speed. These
days it’s probably Fabian Cancellara and Kilian Jornet, two men at the very top of their sports,
both achieving remarkable things. The thing I like the most about Jornet is his love for the
mountains and his ability to run so fast up and down them, a truly outstanding athlete and
massive inspiration.
Biggest influence of fell running career and why:
I don’t think there is one main influence other than I’m addicted to the sport and I really enjoy
running on the fells. I take inspiration from the achievements of others, especially those close to
me like Gav, Karl and the rest of the A team lads.
What things do you like most about fell running:
I enjoy competing against the elements and challenging terrain as well as the other competitors
in races. I like to push myself to the limit and I love to race to see what I’m capable of achieving.
Although that said nothing beats an early morning Sunday run with Gav and Johny on home
turf followed by some freshly made Italian coffee at the Painted Stallion’s house. Running with
Gav is an experience in itself, he is absolutely bonkers!
What things would you change, if anything:
I could probably do with losing a couple of stone ;-) haha

I could do with a few more hours in the day to train. I’m a workaholic and it gets in the way of
running!!!
Other sports played and to what level:
I used to cycle for Loughborough University but these days it’s mainly just the running.
When not fell running, what do you like to do:
Eat! Sleep! Watch TV! My favourite TV series’ are Spartacus (for obvious reasons!) and The
Walking Dead. I love the latter so much that when I go training I look for safe places that I’d go
to hide if there was ever a zombie apocalypse. My ‘emergency survival bag’ is under my bed
ready for when it happens (It’s mainly full of food).
I also spend too much time on Strava analysing data…studying other people’s runs, heart rates
and looking for segments I can beat Gav on.
I’m a massive Leeds United fan too so I get over to Elland Road to watch them lose whenever
I’m not racing.
I speak fluent Mulholland. Most of my spare time is spent translating his texts/emails/posts to
others.
Tell us something(s) of interest about you:
I once ate about 15 boxes of Frosties in a month so I could exchange the tokens on the back for a
lifesize cardboard cut-out of Jet from Gladiators…and yes, it was worth it.
I’ve got a degree in Fine Art Painting.
I’m really scared of fish but I love watching River Monsters. Weird.
Goals for next 12 months:
Get in serious shape for the champs next year.
Earn another selection for the England team.
Try and reach 20 pages of KOM’s on Strava.

Memory Lane
As part of a new regular feature, John ‘Bod’ Riley and I have had a trawl through some of the
club’s outstanding archive. With the topic of the Pennine Way relay record fresh in our minds
and Andy Clarke looking at making a new attempt in the near future, here’s a reminder of the
club’s successful record attempt. It will come as no surprise that club legend Rod Sutcliffe is the
man to deliver the goods!

